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Public School Rating Score (State Accountability: A-F Letter Grade)

State Accountability 71.55
Public School Rating C
Rating Scale
A = 79.26 and Above
B = 72.17 - 79.25
C = 64.98 - 72.16
D = 58.09 - 64.97
F = 0.00 - 58.08

* Alternative Education (AE) program students included in attendance zone for school rating
Learn More about Public School Rating

School Performance on the ESSA School Index Score (Federal Accountability)

All Students
ESSA School Index 71.55

Graph represents where scores fall in comparison to state averages. For more information about the Every Student Succeeds Act and the ESSA School Index, visit arkansased.gov.

Black/African American
ESSA School Index 64.77

English Learners
ESSA School Index 73.62

Hispanic/Latino
ESSA School Index 74.75

Low-Income
ESSA School Index 68.87

White
ESSA School Index 74.32

Special Education
ESSA School Index 54.47

Note: Full color represents score
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